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____________
In this study, the authors proposed a method to compile emission inventories for Chinese cities. The authors applied the proposed method to 20 Chinese cities and compiled inventories. I fully agree with the authors that quantifying and understanding
emissions from cities will be a key for better greenhouse gas emission management
and maybe the inventory compilation method the authors proposed could be a helpful
tool for China. However, as a reviewer of ACP, I do not recommend this manuscript for
publication because of several reasons:
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1. The relevance to ACP First of all, I do not think this study falls into the scopes of
ACP. Emission inventories can be used as an input for atmospheric transport model
simulations. In that way, I do think an emission inventory development does fall into the
scope of ACP. However, this study only touched the methodological aspect of emission
inventory development (which is maybe fine if published as a tech report) and I did not
see any direct scientific implications for atmospheric chemistry/physics. I have no doubt
that this manuscript would be more appreciated if submitted to more relevant journal
that discusses climate change, emission management/mitigation and etc, given the
contents of the work (especially the suggested emission mitigation pathways presented
in the conclusion). I believe the authors would be able to find much more appropriate
arena to discuss this study. I personally highly doubt that this study (given the current
form) would meet the interest of the audience of ACP. Ref: http://www.atmosphericchemistry-and-physics.net/about/aims_and_scope.html
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RE: Thank you very much for your comment. We argue that this paper conforms to the
scopes of ACP.
Firstly, this paper is submitted to Special Issue “East Asia emissions assessment
(EA2)”. The authors think that this study falls into the scopes of ACP and EA2. First
of all, EA2 focuses on different emission estimation approaches in East Asia, including “development of novel emission inventory models”. This study develops a feasible
model of CO2 emission inventory construction for Chinese generic cities. Therefore,
this study conforms to the scope of EA2.
“Organized by the Global Emissions Initiative (GEIA) China Working Group, the East
Asia Emissions Assessment (EA2) is designed to bridge these gaps through the integration of different approaches. The assessment includes inter-comparison of current
bottom-up inventories in East Asia, development of novel emission inventory models,
observation-based constraints on emissions, and evaluation and uncertainty analysis
of different emission quantification approaches. The outputs from EA2 studies will
not only help reduce uncertainties in East Asia inventories, but also provide improved
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emission quantification methodologies that can be applied to other world regions.”
What’s more, ACP has published several articles about emission inventory estimations, such as “NOx emission estimates during the 2014 Youth Olympic Games in
Nanjing”[1], “High-resolution inventory of ammonia emissions from agricultural fertilizer in China from 1978 to 2008”[2]. Especially, “The carbon emissions of Chinese
cities” (doi:10.5194/acp-12-6197-2012)[3] constructed the carbon emission inventory
for 12 Chinese cities based on the sectoral bottom-up approach.
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Also, we have talked with Dr. Gregory Frost (the special issue editor). He said that
“Development of emissions inventories certainly does fall within the scope of ACP. In
order for such work to be of interest to the ACP readership, however, the results must
go beyond producing the inventory dataset. ACP manuscripts must also present either
some impacts of the inventory on atmospheric chemistry and physics, some validation
of the derived inventory with atmospheric observations, comparisons of the inventory
with alternative bottom-up approaches, or at the very least, a detailed accounting for
the uncertainties in the inventory”. Therefore, we compared our inventories with results
from bottom-up approach (see section 3.4 Validation), and calculated the uncertainties
in our inventories (see section 4.2 Uncertainty Analysis).
2. The conclusions are not yet reached The authors emphasized that the importance of
developing consistent and concrete emission inventories for Chinese cities (which I fully
agree with). However, the method proposed in the manuscript does not have any consistency that holds scientific significance. I do acknowledge that the authors calculated
emissions for cities in a systematic way in the framework the authors proposed. But it
does not mean the emission estimates can be fully compatible to emission estimates
from other studies for instance. Given the different levels of deductions implemented for
different cities (to compensate the lack of data), I highly doubt that emission estimates
for different cities can be compatible. It is hard to believe that without examining the
method proposed and evaluating the emission estimates calculated. The authors could
compare their results to different studies, although the numbers of previous studies are
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not so large. At the section 2.2, the authors defined two challenges in developing Chinese city emission inventories: 1. The definition of cities (difficulty in dealing with lateral
inflow/outflow) and 2. Data availability. First, I think these are common issues for any
other cities, not just Chinese cities. Second, this study is not addressing those issues
at all. The authors did not acknowledge very clearly, but issues of inflow/outflow still
remain in this study and cannot mitigated by just changing the definition. The authors
tried to address the data availability issue by deducing some information lacked. But
without showing any validity of the method, the authors cannot claim that the issue is
addressed. It is hard to believe that emissions are calculated accurately (and consistently) based on information deduced from data with limited availability. Some of the
assumptions are really major (e.g. use province as a proxy for cities). The authors
just touched on this as a limitation in the conclusion, but the assumptions need to be
tested at least if it is valid or not, especially some of the conclusions are drawn using
the results (e.g. emission mitigation pathways). The text is well written, but the authors
need to support their claims by the results. In addition to the lack of evaluation and
validation, I would like to point out the lack of traceability as well. I could not reach to
Yearbooks from the citations. I don’t think that is just because of the fact that I do not
know Chinese language.
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RE: Thank you very much for your comment.
Firstly, the authors do agree that there are some uncertainties in our emission estimates, however, this is the most accuracy results we can achieve based on the most
comprehensive activity data we can ever find now. Research on cities’ emission estimation is at the very beginning stage. It’s quite necessary to estimate the cities’
emission inventories with the currently available data. This can be the basis of any
further research. To tackle uncertainties issue, we add “uncertainty analysis” in section
4.2 in our revised manuscript.
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“Analysing uncertainty is an important tool for improving emission inventories that contain uncertainty [4, 5]. Different methods are used to analyse the uncertainty of emisC4

sions, Jonas et al. [6] describe four relevant uncertainty terms and six techniques that
can be used to analyse uncertain emission changes. In this study, we employ Monte
Carlo simulations to calculate the uncertainties of 20 Chinese cities’ CO2 emissions,
which is recommended by IPCC [7] and widely used in previous research [8]. As the
CO2 emission is calculated as product of activity data and emission factors, therefore
uncertainty comes from two parts: activity data (fossil fuel consumption) and emission
factors. According to Monte Carlo analysis, we should assume individual probability
density functions for the two variables firstly, then simulate the CO2 emissions values
with the assumed functions for many times [9]. Industrial processes emit much less
CO2 (9.89% of the total CO2 emissions) compared with fossil fuel combustion. What’s
more, emissions from industrial process are generally with less uncertainties [10, 11].
Therefore, we only consider uncertainty from fossil fuel consumption in this study. We
calculate the uncertainty of both the overall CO2 emissions and sub-sectors’ emissions
of the 24 city cases in this study.
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We assume normal distributions for both activity data and emission factors [10, 11].
The coefficients of variation (CV, the standard deviation divided by the mean) of different emission factors and fossil fuel consumptions are chosen from previous literatures,
see Table 3. We repeat the simulation procedure for 20,000 times in Monte Carlo analysis. Table 4 shows the total uncertainties of 24 cities’ emissions in 2010 with 95%
Confidence Interval.
The average uncertainty of total CO2 emissions of the 24 case cites is from -4.08%
to 4.09%, falling in the range of 10% to 20% for non-OECD countries [12, 13]. This
illustrates that our estimations are relatively accurate and realizable. Among the 24
cities, CO2 emissions of Shenzhen have the smallest uncertainty (-1.72%, 1.70%),
while emissions of Jixi have the highest uncertainty (-5.84%, 5.79%). As the largest
contributor of CO2 emissions (39.19% of the total emissions averagely of the 24 cities
in this study), the emissions from electricity generation sector has the largest uncertain
averagely (-5.70%, 5.75%) among different sectors. This is caused by large amount
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of coal combusted in coal-fired power plant, uncertainty of coal’s emission factor is
the highest among energy types, despite the fossil fuel consumption in electricity generation sector has a low uncertainty. In contrast to power plant, CO2 emission from
service sector (transportation and territorial industries) have the lowest uncertainty averagely (-1.87%, 1.88%). Much oil and gas are used in these sectors compared with
power plant, which have lower uncertainties of emission factor. Detailed uncertainties
by sectors are shown in SI Table S9.”
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Secondly, restrained by the poor data quality of Chinese data, different data for inventory construction are missing for different cities. Based on the assumption that all cities
in one province have the same efficiency of energy use, we deduce the lacking city
data with province data. The emission inventory construction method developed in this
study is calculated based on energy balance table, which is consistent and comparable
with the national/provincial emission inventory. What’s more, the emission inventories
of different cities are constructed in the same method with a consistent structure of
provincial and national emission accounts. We believe that our results are consistent
among different cities (We do analysis the different emission characteristics of different
cities in the result section).
The government only provide national and provincial energy inventory in China. Our
previous research has been able to construct emission inventory for China and its
provinces [10, 14-16]. Now, we are tackling the city level emission inventory which
government does not provide at all. City level emission estimation is a more complex
and less data available. We develop this method and utilize currently available energy
data to construct emission inventory (which will benefit academic users). Itself is a
scientific contribution already.
Thirdly, the authors fully agree that the results should be compared to different previous
studies. The comparison will help to verify and reduce the uncertainty of the results.
However, it’s very different to do the comparison. Because there is no previous research focus on the generic Chinese cities. City emission of Chinese cities is the most
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innovative topic, all of the previous researches on this topic focused on a few specific
megacities, such as municipality cities (Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and Chongqing) and
few provincial capital cities, which have consistent and systematic energy statistics.
We compared the fossil fuel-related CO2 emissions of 5 cities with results from our
research partner (Chinese academy for environmental planning, CAEP). CAEP estimates the emissions based on energy consumption data collected in a bottom-up way
based on industrial facility data and other supporting information. The 5 cities contain
all the different cases we deduce the city’s data. The result shows that the difference
of CO2 emissions between our study and CAEP’s research is within 10%. According to previous research, emissions from OECD countries may have an uncertainty of
5% to 10%, while the uncertainty for non-CECD countries may be 10% to 20% [12,
13]. Therefore, we believe our estimations are relatively accurate and our method is
effective and reliable.
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Fourthly, it’s true that the challenges are common for all cities. The production-based
emission inventory constructed in this research (adopting the IPCC administrative territorial scope) doesn’t involve the inflow/outflow issue among cities. By using our
production-based emission inventory and economic models, further research could estimate the consumption-based emission inventory of city [17]. The consumption-based
emission inventory could solve the problem of inflow and outflow data. To provide a
method for administrative territorial emission inventory construction of Chinese cities is
the primary contribution of our research.
We revised the challenge section and move it to the introduction: “There are some
challenges for the compilation of greenhouse gas inventories at the city level. First, it is
difficult to define a city’s boundary for greenhouse gas emissions accounting because
energy and material flows among cities may bring a large quantity of cross-boundary
greenhouse gas emissions [18, 19]. Commercial activities are much more frequent
among cities, compared with inter-provinces / nations, which leads to a great challenge.
Second, data for energy consumption and industry products are incomparable and very
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limited for most cities in China [15]. Data used in previous studies are from various
sources – including data from city statistical documents, remote sensing images, direct
interviews with local governmental officials, and published reports and literature [20].
Those data require systematic reviews for consistency and accuracy.”
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As for the yearbooks access mentioned by the reviewer, all the yearbooks can
comment
be found and downloaded at China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI)
website.
CNKI is supported by Education Ministry, Science and Technology Ministry, Propaganda Ministry and General Administration of Press and
Publications of China.
Therefore, the data downloaded from CNKI is guaranteed.
All the yearbooks can be searched at statistical yearbook webpage
(http://oversea.cnki.net/kns55/oldnavi/n_Navi.aspx?NaviID=4).
For example,
Guangzhou statistical yearbook 2011 used in this study is downloaded from:
http://oversea.cnki.net/kns55/oldnavi/n_item.aspx?NaviID=4&BaseID=YKDNA&NaviLink=Search%3a%E5%B9%BF%E5%
%2fkns55%2foldnavi%2fn_list.aspx%3fNaviID%3d4%26Field%3d%25e5%25b9%25b4%25e9%2589%25b4%25e4%25b8
All the data source of city’s yearbook is given in the Support Information due to the word
limitation [21-43]. We have included all data used in the Supporting Information and
online at our database: http://www.ceads.net/city-level-emission-inventory-by-sectoralapproach/ (free to download after registration).
3. The scientific significance Given the lack of the evaluation, validation and traceability,
I do not think this study is ready for discussing its scientific significance. The suggested
emission mitigation pathways (again, this does not provide direct science implications
to atmospheric chemistry/ physics) seem to be a significant contribution to emission
management in China, but they were based on the analysis where provinces are used
as proxy for cities when deducing information). Given that, I thought the same conclusions could be drawn just looking at province-level data (which are more data rich and
consistent than the deduced city data/emissions) instead of trying to obtain emission
inventories at challenging city-level using deduced data. Back to the section 2.2 where
the authors defined two major challenges in compiling emission inventories for Chinese
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cities (which again I do think those are common issues for any other cities), the real
challenge in compiling emission inventories in China is the potential biases that are
suggested by the two of the authors of this manuscript. After Guan et al. (2010) and
Liu et al. (2015), the science community is also well aware of the bias issue and I
thought it is very strange that it was not discussed in this manuscript at all. It is easy to
imagine that, given the uncertainty is so large at national and provincial level, it would
be extremely challenging to achieve an accurate estimate at city level. If the method
proposed in this manuscript is sensitive to the biases suggested by previous papers
(I think it is), the method cannot be readily useful for emission management. It was
also surprising to me that the word “uncertainty” was never used in this manuscript.
Most of emission inventories do not come with uncertainty estimate. However, IPCC
methodology does defined two methods (sectoral and reference) to check the validity
of emission estimates. Although the use of the two methods would not be able to detect a type of biases suggested by Guan et al. (2010) and Liu et al. (2015), it would
be able to check the validity of the emission calculation done as defined. The authors
refer to the IPCC methodology many times in the manuscript, but I thought it was very
confusing. The method proposed here is not consistent with the IPCC method (this
study also used the updated emission factors suggested by Liu et al. 2015). The intention of the use of new emission factors was to obtain accurate emission estimates
I believe. Which is totally fine. But in that case, the authors cannot keep consistency
with other estimates based on the IPCC method (the authors could say they do not
value the consistency). Also, I do not see much value to party follow the IPCC method.
The authors could come up with their own best method to obtain the best estimates. I
do not see a consistency between the goals of this study and what was done.
RE: Thank you very much for your comment.
Firstly, as we discussed in the paper, cities are the main consumers of energy and
emitters of CO2 throughout the world. Most climate change adaption and CO2 emission mitigation policies will be implemented at the city level. Emission accounting is the
C9
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basis for any climate policy to be implemented. Research on cities’ emission estimation is at the very beginning stage. We attempt to construct cities’ emission inventory
based on reduced energy balance table. This will fill in the research gap and be helpful
and enlightened for future researches. Itself is a scientific contribution already.
Secondly, we add validation (section 3.3) and uncertainty analysis in our revised
manuscript (section 4.2). This will be helpful to illustrate the uncertainty range for
city’s emission accounting.
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Lastly, using other emission factors doesn’t conflict with IPCC. The emission factors
recommended by IPCC are default values for countries which don’t have their own
special emission factors. Actually, IPCC suggests researchers use emission factors
measured based on the specific energy used in specific countries. “Inventory compilers commonly rely on the available literature to find emission factors or other estimation parameters. . .It is good practice, for countries to use their own, peer-reviewed,
published literature because this should provide the most accurate representation of
their country’s practices and activities. If there are no country-specific peer-reviewed
studies available, then the inventory compiler can use IPCC default factors. . .” ([44], pp
2.12). So there is no conflict with IPCC to use other emission factors, our results are
still keep consistency with IPCC. Lots of previous research are using different emission
factors, based on their own experiments or field measurements [45-50].
Liu’s emission factors are published in Support Information, which can be downloaded from http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v524/n7565/abs/nature14677.html.
Researcher can use the factors. What’s more, Liu’s emission factors are accepted
by National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) now, and will become the
official emission factor of China soon.
Line by line comments P1, L1: As this study only addressed limited aspects of city
emission inventory development using so many assumptions, this needs to be more
specific defined not to confuse the audience of this manuscript.
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RE: Thank you very much for your suggestion, we have revised the title as “Methods
of administrative territorial CO2 emission inventory construction for Chinese cities”.
P1, L19: Even challenging at national level as reported by previous studies. So how
would it be possible to get accurate estimates at more challenging scale? Maybe this
study is one of the best efforts, but that fact does not support the accuracy of the
emission estimates.
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RE: Thank you very much for your comment. There may be some uncertainties in
our emission estimates, however, this is the most accuracy results we can achieve
based on the most comprehensive activity data we can ever find now. Research on
cities’ emission estimation is at the very beginning stage. We attempt to construct
cities’ emission inventory based on reduced energy balance table. This will fill in the
research gap and be helpful and enlightened for future researches. We add validation (section3.3.) and uncertainty analysis (section 4.2) in our revised manuscript to
improve the accuracy of city’s emission estimation in the future.
P1, L21: The authors did use the categories defined in the sectoral approach defined
by the IPCC methodology. But it does not have significance if the proposed method
yield biased results. Mitigation policy will be done country or local government not
globally. It does not make much sense to claim that we need to have the same global
standard for city scale issue. The IPCC method has been used to monitor international
compliance of reduction of greenhouse gases.
RE: Thank you for your comment. We fully agree with you that mitigation policy should
be done country or local government, not globally. That’s why we are exploring method
to construct cities’ emission inventories. Understanding the emission status of cities is
the fundamental step for proposing mitigation action.
The current emission inventories of Chinese cities are compiled by sectors, which are
not consistent with the national and provincial inventories. The national and provincial
inventories are usually compiled according to energy balance tables in China. It’s better
C11
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to compile city’s inventory in the same way as the national/provincial inventory do (IPCC
sectoral approach). This will help the central government, province government, and
city government making mitigation policy. That’s why we adopt IPCC sectoral approach
method.
P1, L23: How accurate those can be if you disaggregate those information?
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RE: Thank you for your comment. Actually, we didn’t disaggregate the total emission
into different sectors/energy types/industry processes. On the contrary, we calculate
the CO2 emissions based on sub-sectors’ energy consumption/industrial production.
Then we sum up all the emissions from different sectors and energy types to get the
total CO2 emissions for one city. Therefore, there is no uncertainty issues here. Sorry
for the misunderstanding.
P1, L27: I agree with this sentence. But I do not think this study has fully achieved it.
This study only provides emissions and associated analyses obtained from consistently
using their method. I also disagree with the authors claiming “concrete”. What was the
result that supports the concreteness? I do not see any logical reason that this method
outperforms others.
RE: Thank you for your comment. The aim of this study is to develop a methodology
for constructing CO2 emissions inventories for Chinese cities. We collect and compile
energy and emission balance tables at city administration boundary level, aiming at
providing unified and comparable energy and emission statistics for generic Chinese
cities. We believe our research has strong academic contribution.
Previous emission inventories of Chinese cities are compiled by sectors, which are not
consistent with the national and provincial inventories. The national and provincial inventories are usually compiled according to energy balance tables in China. What’s
more, most existing research has focused on a few specific megacities, such as municipality cities [51, 52] (Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and Chongqing) and few provincial capital cities [20], which have consistent and systematic energy statistics. Our
C12
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newly developed method could compile emission inventory consistently with the national/provincial inventories. Also, our method could be applied to many generic cities,
not only for mega cities. This is how our method outperforms others.
We replace the word “concrete” with “feasible” in avoid of misunderstanding.
P2, L51: The method is not shown as concrete. What is this study consistent with?
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RE: Thank you for your comment. We replace the word “concrete” with “feasible” in
avoid of misunderstanding.
The city emission inventory constructed by our method is consistent with the national/provincial inventories. Previous emission inventories of Chinese cities are compiled by sectors, which are not consistent with the national and provincial inventories.
The national and provincial inventories are usually compiled according to energy balance tables in China. Our newly developed method could compile emission inventory
consistently with the national/provincial inventories.
P3, L3: The uncertainty is relatively new discussion in this topic, but emission inventory
has been important for many years.
RE: Thank you for your comment. We added “uncertainty analysis” in section 4.2 in
the revised manuscript.
“Analysing uncertainty is an important tool for improving emission inventories that contain uncertainty [4, 5]. Different methods are used to analyse the uncertainty of emissions, Jonas et al. [6] describe four relevant uncertainty terms and six techniques that
can be used to analyse uncertain emission changes. In this study, we employ Monte
Carlo simulations to calculate the uncertainties of 20 Chinese cities’ CO2 emissions,
which is recommended by IPCC [7] and widely used in previous research [8].
As the CO2 emission is calculated as product of activity data and emission factors,
therefore uncertainty comes from two parts: activity data (fossil fuel consumption) and
emission factors. According to Monte Carlo analysis, we should assume individual
C13
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probability density functions for the two variables firstly, then simulate the CO2 emissions values with the assumed functions for many times [9]. Industrial processes emit
much less CO2 (9.89% of the total CO2 emissions) compared with fossil fuel combustion. What’s more, emissions from industrial process are generally with less uncertainties [10, 11]. Therefore, we only consider uncertainty from fossil fuel consumption in
this study. We calculate the uncertainty of both the overall CO2 emissions and subsectors’ emissions of the 24 city cases in this study.
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We assume normal distributions for both activity data and emission factors [10, 11].
The coefficients of variation (CV, the standard deviation divided by the mean) of different emission factors and fossil fuel consumptions are chosen from previous literatures,
see Table 3. We repeat the simulation procedure for 20,000 times in Monte Carlo analysis. Table 4 shows the total uncertainties of 24 cities’ emissions in 2010 with 95%
Confidence Interval.
The average uncertainty of total CO2 emissions of the 24 case cites is from -4.08%
to 4.09%, falling in the range of 10% to 20% for non-OECD countries [12, 13]. This
illustrates that our estimations are relatively accurate and realizable. Among the 24
cities, CO2 emissions of Shenzhen have the smallest uncertainty (-1.72%, 1.70%),
while emissions of Jixi have the highest uncertainty (-5.84%, 5.79%). As the largest
contributor of CO2 emissions (39.19% of the total emissions averagely of the 24 cities
in this study), the emissions from electricity generation sector has the largest uncertain
averagely (-5.70%, 5.75%) among different sectors. This is caused by large amount
of coal combusted in coal-fired power plant, uncertainty of coal’s emission factor is
the highest among energy types, despite the fossil fuel consumption in electricity generation sector has a low uncertainty. In contrast to power plant, CO2 emission from
service sector (transportation and territorial industries) have the lowest uncertainty averagely (-1.87%, 1.88%). Much oil and gas are used in these sectors compared with
power plant, which have lower uncertainties of emission factor. Detailed uncertainties
by sectors are shown in SI Table S9.”
C14
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P3, 59: I believe some inventories are at least partly based on state level information.
RE: Thank you for your comment. We supplied the reference of state/province level
emission research.
“Most of the previous emissions inventories were developed at the national level [5361], provincial level [14, 62-65], and sectoral level [66-69] and for specific fossil fuel
combustion emission sources [70, 71]. Emission inventories for cities are limited [17,
20, 72-78].”
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P4, L97: These challenges are common for all cities almost. The real challenges
specifically for China is the potential biases recently reported. I do not think the use
of territorial emission approach mitigates the inflow/outflow issue in emission development. It is a data problem and there are not enough data to overcome. I do not think
the data availability cannot be mitigated by deducing information from limited data. The
authors are compromising instead of mitigating and the validity needs to be shown.
RE: Thank you for your comment. It’s true that the challenges are common for all cities.
The production-based emission inventory constructed in this research (adopting the
IPCC administrative territorial scope) doesn’t involve the inflow/outflow issue among
cities. By using our production-based emission inventory and economic models, further research could estimate the consumption-based emission inventory of city. The
consumption-based emission inventory could solve the problem of inflow and outflow
data[17]. To provide a method for administrative territorial emission inventory construction of Chinese cities is the primary contribution of our research.
We revised the challenge section and move it to the introduction: “There are some
challenges for the compilation of greenhouse gas inventories at the city level for China.
First, it is difficult to define a city’s boundary for greenhouse gas emissions accounting
because energy and material flows among cities may bring a large quantity of crossboundary greenhouse gas emissions [18, 19]. Commercial activities are much more
frequent among cities, compared with inter-provinces / nations, which leads to a great
C15
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challenge. Second, data for energy consumption and industry products are incomparable and very limited for most cities in China [15]. Data used in previous studies are
from various sources – including data from city statistical documents, remote sensing
images, direct interviews with local governmental officials, and published reports and
literature [20]. Those data require systematic reviews for consistency and accuracy.”
P5, L121 Why did the authors think this calculation is superior?
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RE: This calculation method is recommended by IPCC and widely used globally, including China. The national and provincial inventories are almost all compiled in this
way (i.e., according to energy balance tables in China) [79, 80]. However, the current
emission inventories of Chinese cities are compiled by sectors, which are not consistent with the national and provincial inventories. In this study, we develop a feasible
methodology for constructing CO2 emissions inventories for Chinese cities based on
energy balance table, aiming at providing unified and comparable energy and emission statistics for generic Chinese cities. We have addressed this in introduction and
literature review section.
“In this study, we develop a feasible methodology for constructing CO2 emissions
inventories for Chinese cities for fossil energy combustion and industrial processes,
which is consistent with national and provincial emission accounts developed by our
previous research and others [10, 14-16]. We collect and compile energy and emission balance tables at city administration boundary level, aiming at providing unified
and comparable energy and emission statistics for generic Chinese cities. We verify
the method by comparing our results with previous research. We identify the main contributors to CO2 emissions in a selection of 24 Chinese cities, as well as calculating
the uncertainties of the estimates.”
“Above all, the current emission inventories of Chinese cities are compiled by sectors,
which are not consistent with each other, as well as the national / provincial inventories.
The national / provincial inventories are usually compiled according to energy balance
C16
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tables in China. What’s more, most existing research has focused on a few specific
megacities, such as four municipality cities (Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai and Chongqing)
and few provincial capital cities, which have consistent and systematic energy statistics.”
P5, L140: It is great to have detailed information, but the significant amount of information were created based on assumption w/o any evaluation.
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RE: Thank you for your comment. Actually, we didn’t disaggregate the total emission
into different sectors/energy types/industry processes. Indeed, we calculate the CO2
emissions based on sub-sectors’ energy consumption/industrial production. Then we
sum up all the emissions from different sectors and energy types to get the total CO2
emissions for one city. Therefore, there is no uncertainty issues here. Sorry for the
misunderstanding.
We have include all data used in the Supporting Information and online at our
database:
http://www.ceads.net/city-level-emission-inventory-by-sectoral-approach/
(free to download after registration).
P5, L131: This was not clear to me. The import/export info is not fully available. If so,
how did the author exclude the portion? And this issue is not just for electricity. There
should be cars and airplanes going in and out for example.
RE: Thank you for your comment. Firstly, we are calculating the administrative territory
emissions, which only include emission induced within the city boundary. The situation
of transportation going in and out are not considered in this study. We calculated the
CO2 emissions based on the city’s energy statistics. For example, one car refuels in
city A and goes to city B. The CO2 emission are counted to city A since the energy are
calculated in city A.
As for the electricity and heat, we calculate the CO2 emissions from the generation
side, instead of the consumption side. For example, we estimate how much CO2 are
C17
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emitted from the fire-power plant when burning coal to generate electricity/heat. In this
way, we only include emissions from electricity/heat generated within the city boundary
and exclude the import portion. This conform to administrative territorial scope. We
rewrite the scope definition section in the revised manuscript for clearer understanding.
“First, we calculate the emissions from fossil fuel combustion. The emissions are calculated for 20 energy types and 47 socioeconomic sectors. The 47 socioeconomic
sectors are defined according to the Chinese National Administration for Quality Supervision and Inspection and Quarantine [81], which include all possible socioeconomic
activities conducted in a Chinese city’s administrative boundary (shown in SI Table S2).
We include 20 energy types in this paper that are widely used in the Chinese energy
system (see SI Table S3) [82].
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Energy used as chemical raw material and loss during transportation are removed from
the total energy consumption in order to avoid double counting. Emissions from electricity and heat generated within the city boundary are counted based on the primary
energy input usage, such as raw coal [83]. Our administrative territorial emission inventory excludes emissions from imported electricity and heat consumption from outside
the city boundary, as well as the inter-city transportation energy consumption. We only
focus on fossil fuel consumed within the city boundary.
In the second part, we calculate CO2 emissions from 9 industrial production processes
(see SI Table S4). The industrial process emissions are CO2 emitted as a result of
chemical reactions in the production process, not as a result of the energy used by
industry. Emissions from industrial processes are factored into the corresponding industrial sectors in the final emissions inventory.
By including the emissions from industrial processes, the emissions inventory designed
in this paper includes all administrative boundary territorial CO2 emissions from 47
sectors, 20 energy types and 9 main industrial processes.
We adopt the IPCC sectoral approach [7] to calculate the CO2 emissions, which is
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widely applied by research institutions and scholars [84-92]. CO2 emission equals to
activity data (fossil fuel consumption / industrial products’ production) times emission
factor. Detailed CO2 emission calculation method from IPCC are shown in SI.”
Detailed explanations are also shown in Support information as well.
P6, L148: Data source please. Enough information was not given to us to keep track
of what the authors did in this study.
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RE: Thank you for your comment. We cited the reference with this sentence. (Department of Energy Statistics of National Bureau of Statistics of the People’s Republic of
China, 1986-2013)
P6, L163: The disaggregation should also introduce errors/uncertainties. This study
implicitly assumed the disaggregation introduces zero errors. An assessment should
have been done.
RE: Thank you for your comment. Actually, we didn’t disaggregate the total emission
into different sectors/energy types/industry processes. On the contrary, we calculate
the CO2 emissions based on sub-sectors’ energy consumption/industrial production.
Then we sum up all the emissions from different sectors and energy types to get the
total CO2 emissions for one city. Therefore, there is no uncertainty issues here. Sorry
for the misunderstanding.
P7, L180: Again, the data availability cannot be mitigated by deducing information
from limited data. If the authors think it is possible, the authors needed to show why it
is possible by showing results.
RE: Thank you very much for your comment. We do agree that there are some uncertainties in our emission estimates, however, this is the most accuracy results we
can achieve based on the most comprehensive activity data we can ever find now.
Research on cities’ emission estimation is at the very beginning stage. It’s quite necessary to estimate the cities’ emission inventories with the current poor data. It’s the
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basis of any further research.
To evaluate the uncertainties, we add “validation” and “uncertainty analysis” in section
3.3 and 4.2 in our revised manuscript. This will be helpful to improve the accuracy of
city’s emission estimation in the future.
P7, L182: Emission inventories are developed using different deduction methods (see
Table S4). I am not sure the emission estimates can be treated without uncertainty
estimates. I would hesitate to call city emission estimates obtained using different
deduction methods as consistent estimates.
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RE: Thank you very much for your comment. The emission inventories of different
cases are constructed in the same method, which is based on energy balance table
and recommended by IPCC [7, 83]. We only deduce the energy activity data with
different methods. We added “validation” and “uncertainty analysis” in section 3.3 and
4.2 in our revised manuscript.
P10, L257: I am very confused by section 3.6. If the IPCC methodology is emphasized,
the authors should used the emission factors defined by the IPCC. Although the paper
by Liu et al. (2015) was published, I believe emission factors reported in the paper
were not published yet and thus IPCC (and the scientific community) cannot use them.
The use of IPCC emission factors might yield biased estimates. However, it will give
a compatibility with other emission estimates obtained using the IPCC method and
traceability. If the authors would like to obtain accurate emission estimates, the authors
would not have to do follow the IPCC method and came up with own procedure to get
the best estimates. I was not clear what the authors would like to achieve through this
study. I did not see consistency between the goals of this study and what was done.
RE: Thank you very much for your comment. Using other emission factors doesn’t
conflict with IPCC methodology.
The emission factors recommended by IPCC are default values for countries which
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don’t have their own special emission factors. Therefore, the emission factors given by
IPCC is not so accurate for China. IPCC suggests researchers use emission factors
measured based on the specific energy used in specific countries[44] (see response
to general question 3 above). There is no conflict with IPCC to use other emission
factors, our results are still keep consistency with IPCC. Lots of previous research are
using different emission factors, based on their own experiments or field measurements
[45-50].
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The emission factors published in Liu’s paper are measured based 602
coal samples from the 100 largest coal-mining areas in China, which
are assumed to be more accurate for China.
Liu’s emission factors
are published in Support Information, which can be downloaded from
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v524/n7565/abs/nature14677.html. Researcher
can use the factors. What’s more, Liu’s emission factors are accepted by National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) now, and will become the official
emission factor of China soon.
P11, L282: What do you mean by “different developmental stages”? How are they
different?
RE: Thank you very much for your comment. When we say the cities are in different development stages, we actually mean the cities are in different sociometric development
stages with different indexes, such as population, per capita GDP.
“In this paper, we apply our method to 24 case cities and compile the CO2 emissions
inventory for 2010. These 24 cities, which cover all the possible situations for data
collection cases discussed above, are in different sociometric developmental stages.
Per capita GDP of the 24 cities varies from 14.80 thousand Chinese Yuan (Zunyi) to
106.88 thousand (Shenzhen). 9 of the 24 case cities are provincial capital cities, which
are larger and more affluent than the other 15 non-capital cities generally. Table 2
shows socioeconomic indexes of the 24 case cities.”
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P11, L285: 2011 statistical yearbook. Data source please.
RE: Thank you for your comment. The data source is given in the Support Information
due to the word limitation [21-43].
P14, L386: The use of the word “consistent” here is very misleading. This method is
not fully consistent with IPCC method. Emission inventories from Chinese cities are
estimated using different methodology based on the data availability. I do not know if
that was consistent. The author did not provide any uncertainty quantification and we
do not even know how to consistently compare emissions from different cities (which
are estimated from different method). I do not see any consistent way presented in this
study.
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RE: Thank you for your comment.
Firstly, we argue that our method is consistent with IPCC method. We are using IPCC
calculation method, IPCC administrative territorial scope. As for the emission factors,
the emission factors recommended by IPCC are default values for countries which don’t
have their own special emission factors. The emission factors given by IPCC is not so
accurate for China. IPCC suggests researchers use emission factors measured based
on the specific energy used in specific countries. So there is no conflict with IPCC
to use other emission factors, our results are still keep consistency with IPCC. Lots of
previous research are using different emission factors, based on their own experiments
or field measurements [45-50].
Secondly, the emission inventories of different cities are constructed in the same
method with the uniform structure. We only use different approach to reduce data (energy balance table). We believe that our results are consistent among different cities.
The most important thing is that our result is consistent with the national/provincial
emission inventories. Both of the national/provincial emission inventory and our city
emission inventory are calculated based on energy balance table. They are constructed in the same way with the uniform structure, otherwise than the previous city
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emission research calculated by sectors.
Thirdly, we added “validation” and “uncertainty analysis” in section 3.3 and 4.2 in the
revised manuscript. This will be helpful to compare emissions from different cities and
improve the accuracy of city’s emission estimation in the future.
P14, L387: Yes, but limited to people who understand Chinese. I was not able to
get any one of city-level yearbook (so I acknowledge that this review was not fully
completed by the fact too). In reality, people don’t need to calculate the emission
inventory individually if the government provides one. The community just needs an
emission inventory with rigorous uncertainty estimates and traceability.
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RE: Thank you for your comment. The access to Chinese city-level yearbook is discussed above in the general comments. The government only provide national and
provincial energy inventory in China. Our previous research has been able to construct
emission inventory for China and its provinces [10, 14-16]. Now, we are tackling the
city level emission inventory which government does not provide at all. City level emission estimation is a more complex and less data available. We develop this method
and utilize currently available energy data to construct emission inventory (which will
benefit academic users). Itself is a scientific contribution already.
We have include all data used in the Supporting Information and online at our
database:
http://www.ceads.net/city-level-emission-inventory-by-sectoral-approach/
(free to download after registration).
P14, L391: The use of the word “representative” is also misleading. These 20 cities
were mainly chosen to present a possible case of scenarios that affect on the results
of this method (see P11, L282). Beijing, and Shanghai were not included while the
authors claimed the representative 20 cities.
RE: Thank you for your comment. We added another 4 case cities in this study. The 24
case cities could make the research more substantial. It’s true that the 24 case cities
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are chosen to present all the possible case of scenarios developed in our method.
That’s why we consider them as “representative”. We have removed the word “representative” to avoid misunderstanding.
As the aim of our research is developing a feasible inventory construction methodology
for other generic Chinese cities. Emissions of mega cities like Beijing, Shanghai, which
have consistent and systematic energy statistics, has been research clearly in previous
studies [20] [51, 52]. Therefore, we didn’t include them in our study.
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P15, L396: (Assuming the emissions are all validated). This is a good insight for
emission managements. But I am not sure if ACP is the best place to discuss.
RE: Thank you for your comment. The relevance to ACP is discussed above in the
general comments.
P15, L400: Some efforts – for example?
RE: Thank you for your comment. We expand the policy recommendation section.
“Coal combustion emits more CO2 to produce the same unit of heat compared with
other energy types. Replacing coal by clearer energy types, such as nature gas, will
help emission control in both Chinese cities and the whole world. In the 12th five-year
plan (2011-2015) on energy, the central government proposed to control the total energy consumption and reduce coal share for the first time [93]. Efforts has been taken
according to the government document these years and achieved initial success. The
coal share in the energy mix decreased from 72.40% to 64.04% in the recent 10 years
from 2005 to 2014, while the natural gas share doubled from 2.40% to 5.63%. According to the most up to data research at COP 21, the global carbon emissions decreased
slightly by 2015 due to Chinese coal consumption decreasing, and renewable energy
increasing globally [94]. Efforts should be planned and undertaken at the city level in
the future. For example, we should replace coal gas with natural gas for residential use;
cities with geography advantages should develop the renewable energy types, such as
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wind power, hydroelectricity and nuclear power. Beijing, as the capital city, has a more
balanced energy mix compared with other cities. The coal and natural gas share in
the energy mix is 20.41% and 21.13%, respectively, in 2014. Therefore, Beijing’s CO2
emissions has remained stable since 2007 and has seen a slight decrease in recent
years [95, 96].”
P15, L411: How do you reform the industrial structure?
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RE: Thank you for your comment. We expand the policy recommendation section.
“The other way to control CO2 emissions in Chinese cities is reforming the industrial
structure. Firstly, we should close all the non-permission coal mining and consuming
enterprises, in which the kilns are usually backward and produced a lot of CO2 emissions with low economic outputs. All the private and unregulated energy enterprises
should be integrated into the corporations with the most developed and clean energy
technologies. secondly, the city government should also replace heavy emission intensity manufacturing industries with services sectors. Reviewing the emission intensity of
the 24 case cities, we could find that cities with more heavy manufacturing industries
usually have a higher emission intensity, such as Jixi, Huangshi, Hohhot, Zunyi and
Tangshan. On the contrary, cities with more service sector activities have a smaller
emission intensity, such as Shenzhen, Chengdu, Xiamen and Guangzhou. Through
reforming the industrial structure, Chinese cities may not reduce CO2 emissions at the
expense of economic development, and achieve both environmental and social objectives.”
P15, L412: These are again from 20 cities selected for these cities, and do not the best
representative of Chinese 30 cities (it should have megacities too). So I am not sure
if it is fair to draw a general conclusion from the results from this study (again, there is
no evaluation/uncertainty quantification/validation)
RE: Thank you for your comment. We added another 4 case cities in this study. The
24 case cities could make the research more substantial. As most existing research foC25
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cused on a few specific megacities, such as municipality cities [51, 52] (Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Chongqing) and few provincial capital cities [20], which have consistent
and systematic energy statistics, the aim of our research is developing a feasible and
consistent inventory construction methodology for other generic Chinese cities. So we
don’t include megacities (Beijing, Shanghai), but we do include some provincial capital
city such as Hefei, Guangzhou, Nanning, Changsha, Xi’an, Chengdu. These cities are
also megacities, especially Guangzhou and Shenzhen.
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P15, L419: As mentioned above, these limitations are very critical to conclude this
study. I would not recommend this manuscript for publication (even as a technical
report) before addressing these.
RE: Thank you for your comment. There may be some limitation in our estimation,
however, this is the most accuracy results we can achieve based on the most comprehensive activity data we can ever find now. Research on cities’ emission estimation is
at the very beginning stage. We attempt to construct cities’ emission inventory based
on reduced energy balance table. This will fill in the research gap and be helpful and
enlightened for future researches.
L15, P421: How could the authors do that? It is not consistent. There is no supporting
information for this statement.
RE: Thank you for your comment. The emission inventories of different cities are constructed in the same method with the uniform structure. We only use different approach to reduce data (energy balance table). We believe that our results are consistent among different cities.
Restrained by the poor data quality at city-level, we can only develop different method
to reduce the data to meet the data requirement of emission inventory construction.
It’s true that there are some limitation and uncertainties in our emission estimates,
however, this is the most accuracy results we can achieve based on the most comprehensive activity data we can ever find now. Research on cities’ emission estimation is
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at the very beginning stage. We attempt to construct cities’ emission inventory based
on reduced energy balance table. This will fill in the research gap and be helpful and
enlightened for future researches.
L15, P422: I am not sure how to respond to this sentence.
RE: Thank you for your comment.
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L15, P423: We do not know how accurately emissions are calculated even in this study.
Then how do we know an improvement in emission estimates?
RE: Thank you for your comment. We add “validation” and “uncertainty analysis” in our
revised manuscript (section 3.3 and 4.2). This will be helpful to improve the accuracy
of city’s emission estimation in the future.
Reference [1] Ding J, Mijling B, Levelt P and Hao N 2015 NOx emission estimates
during the 2014 Youth Olympic Games in Nanjing Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics
15 9399-412 [2] Xu P, Liao Y, Lin T, Zhao C, Yan C, Cao M, Wang G and Luan
S 2016 High-resolution inventory of ammonia emissions from agricultural fertilizer
in China from 1978 to 2008 Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics 16 1207-18 [3]
Wang H, Zhang R, Liu M and Bi J 2012 The carbon emissions of Chinese cities
Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics 12 6197-206 [4] Shen L, Gao T, Zhao J, Wang
L, Wang L, Liu L, Chen F and Xue J 2014 Factory-level measurements on CO2
emission factors of cement production in China Renewable and Sustainable Energy
Reviews 34 337-49 [5] Jonas M, Marland G, Krey V, Wagner F and Nahorski Z 2014
Uncertainty in an emissions-constrained world Climatic Change 124 459-76 [6] Jonas
M, Gusti M, JÄŹda W, Nahorski Z and Nilsson S 2010 Comparison of preparatory
signal analysis techniques for consideration in the (post-)Kyoto policy process Climatic
Change 103 175-213 [7] IPCC 2006 IPCC Guidelines for national greenhouse gas
inventories (Hayama, Japan: Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES))
[8] Lang J, Cheng S, Zhou Y, Zhang Y and Wang G 2014 Air pollutant emissions
from on-road vehicles in China, 1999-2011 The Science of the total environment 496
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1-10 [9] Penman J 2000 Good practice guidance and uncertainty management in
national greenhouse gas inventories [10] Liu Z, Guan D, Wei W, Davis S J, Ciais P,
Bai J, Peng S, Zhang Q, Hubacek K and Marland G 2015 Reduced carbon emission
estimates from fossil fuel combustion and cement production in China Nature 524
335-8 [11] Zhao Y, Nielsen C P, Lei Y, McElroy M B and Hao J 2011 Quantifying
the uncertainties of a bottom-up emission inventory of anthropogenic atmospheric
pollutants in China Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics 11 2295-308 [12] Olivier J
and Peters J 2002 Uncertainties in global, regional and national emission inventories.
In: Non-CO2 greenhouse gases: scientific understanding, control options and policy
aspects. Proceedings of the Third International Symposium, Maastricht, Netherlands,
pp 525-40 [13] Marland G 2008 Uncertainties in accounting for CO2 from fossil fuels
Journal of Industrial Ecology 12 136-9 [14] Shan Y, Liu J, Liu Z, Xu X, Shao S, Wang
P and Guan D 2016 New provincial CO2 emission inventories in China based on
apparent energy consumption data and updated emission factors Applied Energy [15]
Liu Z, Liang S, Geng Y, Xue B, Xi F M, Pan Y, Zhang T Z and Fujita T 2012 Features,
trajectories and driving forces for energy-related GHG emissions from Chinese mega
cites: The case of Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai and Chongqing Energy 37 245-54 [16]
Liu Z 2016 Carbon Emissions in China: Springer) [17] Mi Z, Zhang Y, Guan D, Shan Y,
Liu Z, Cong R, Yuan X-C and Wei Y-M 2016 Consumption-based emission accounting
for Chinese cities Applied Energy [18] Liang S and Zhang T 2011 Urban metabolism in
China achieving dematerialization and decarbonization in Suzhou Journal of Industrial
Ecology 15 420-34 [19] Wolman A 1965 The metabolism of cities Scientific American
213 179-90 [20] Xi F, Geng Y, Chen X, Zhang Y, Wang X, Xue B, Dong H, Liu Z, Ren
W, Fujita T and Zhu Q 2011 Contributing to local policy making on GHG emission
reduction through inventorying and attribution: A case study of Shenyang, China
Energy Policy 39 5999-6010 [21] Hohhot Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Hohhot
statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press)
[22] Changsha Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Changsha statistical yearbook
2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [23] Weifang
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Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Weifang statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese
Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [24] Handan Municipal Bureau of
Statistics 2011 Handan statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China:
China Statistics Press) [25] Nanping Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Nanping
statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press)
[26] Hefei Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Hefei statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese
Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [27] Xiamen Municipal Bureau of
Statistics 2011 Xiamen statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China:
China Statistics Press) [28] Nanning Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Nanning
statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press)
[29] Zhoushan Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Zhoushan statistical yearbook 2011
[Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [30] Chengdu Municipal
Bureau of Statistics 2011 Chengdu statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document]
(Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [31] Dandong Municipal Bureau of Statistics
2011 Dandong statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China
Statistics Press) [32] Baicheng Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Baicheng statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press)
[33] Yichang Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Yichang statistical yearbook 2011
[Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [34] Zunyi Municipal
Bureau of Statistics 2011 Zunyi statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing,
China: China Statistics Press) [35] Xi’an Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Xi’an
statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press)
[36] Shenzhen Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Shenzhen statistical yearbook
2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [37] Jixi Municipal
Bureau of Statistics 2011 Jixi statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing,
China: China Statistics Press) [38] Guangzhou Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011
Guangzhou statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China
Statistics Press) [39] Tangshang Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Tangshan statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [40]
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Shenyang Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Shenyang statistical yearbook 2011
[Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [41] Nanchang Municipal
Bureau of Statistics 2011 Nanchang statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document]
(Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [42] Wuwei Municipal Bureau of Statistics
2011 Wuwei statistical yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China
Statistics Press) [43] Suqian Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2011 Suqian statistical
yearbook 2011 [Chinese Document] (Beijing, China: China Statistics Press) [44] IPCC
2006 IPCC Guidelines for national greenhouse gas inventories: General guidance and
reporting vol 1 (Hayama, Japan: Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES))
[45] Chen Y J, Sheng G Y, Bi X H, Feng Y L, Mai B X and Fu J M 2005 Emission factors
for carbonaceous particles and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons from residential coal
combustion in China Environmental Science & Technology 39 1861-7 [46] Chen Y J,
Zhi G R, Feng Y L, Liu D Y, Zhang G, Li J, Sheng G Y and Fu J M 2009 Measurements
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implication for emission reduction Environmental Science & Technology 43 9495-500
[47] Zhang Y X, Schauer J J, Zhang Y H, Zeng L M, Wei Y J, Liu Y and Shao M
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combustion Environmental Science & Technology 42 5068-73 [48] Zhi G R, Chen Y J,
Feng Y L, Xiong S C, Li J, Zhang G, Sheng G Y and Fu J 2008 Emission characteristics
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Science & Technology 42 3310-5 [49] Chen Q F, Ma J J, Liu J H, Zhao C S and Liu
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International Biodeterioration & Biodegradation 85 646-51 [50] Yu S W, Wei Y M, Guo
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energy chain in China Applied Energy 114 290-300 [51] Zhou S, Chen H and Li S
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emission reduction benefits of Chinese energy policies and environmental policies::
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